Revealing the Thinking Strategies of Literary Scholars
[ or “So, uhm, exactly where does this thesis statement come from? I haven’t found one in the books I’ve read yet. . . .”]

Our next step in writing the critical analysis paper is to craft a working thesis statement to help
guide your research. For some of you this process may be easy; for others, it may be
laborious. This document is intended to be as much of a guide as you need. Therefore, if you
are able to structure a thesis statement without completing all of the following pages, then you
don’t need to complete them. However, if you are struggling to complete a thesis statement,
my first question as I attempt to assist you is going to be to see this completed packet.
As always, our thesis statements will contain the following elements:
•
•
•
•

The who [this is easy, your author is who]
The what [this is something that your author does with his/her language or
style]
The how [this is how/where the “what” is manifested or made evident]
The why [this is why the “what” and “how” matter – that is to say, why do the
“what” and the “how” matter to your understanding of this work?]

You have two options:
Option #1: write a thesis that is based upon some aspect of the author’s THEMATIC
STATEMENT.
A thematic-statement based thesis on illusion vs. reality:

what

who

how

The “twist endings” that conclude so many of [author]’s short stories are intended to imply that
humanity’s downfall is due to an inability to distinguish between what is real and what is fantasy.
why
You might even be able to talk about how your author constructs a thematic message if you
look at the stylistic elements that go into conveying that message.
Here’s one on the individual vs. society:
how
By examining the intolerable tension that results due to the conflict between a character’s emotions
who

or intellect and society’s norms, [author] reveals that there is no middle ground or compromise: an
individual must sacrifice the inner self or face rejection of and by the society.
why

what

Here’s another example, on the theme of search for identity or coming of age
who

how

[Author]’s protagonists are always searching outward for an answer to an internal conflict whose
what
why
answer comes as a simple truth; the presentation of this simple truth creates a resolution filled
with hope and promise of renewal.
why

This why
is really
about
the tone
of the
ending.

Below, can you break down your own thesis options into the who, what, how, why?

